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Welcome...
We’re very pleased to welcome you to our 2017 Sociology catalogue, and to our new and bestselling titles.
Through our textbooks, reference works and journals we aim to bring current, authoritative and critical resources to the
academic community. In 2017 we continue to grow our list of diverse, interdisciplinary and global texts with new titles on
areas ranging from racism to research, from sport to social media, and from childhood to cities.
We couldn’t fit everything in this catalogue, of course, so make sure you take a look at what more we have to offer on our
website at sagepub.co.uk/sociology, as well as following @SAGEsociology on Twitter.
Happy browsing!
The SAGE Sociology team

Contact us
Natalie Aguilera - Publisher
natalie.aguilera@sagepub.co.uk
Susheel Gokarakonda - Marketing Manager
susheel.gokarakonda@sagepub.co.uk
@SAGEsociology

Inspection Copies
SAGE’s inspection copy service allows lecturers to thoroughly
review our textbooks before deciding whether to adopt them
for use on courses. Request and manage your copies quickly
and easily at sagepub.co.uk/inspectioncopy

Extra Teaching & Study Tools
Many of our textbooks are supported by online resources
to assist lecturers with planning and delivering engaging
seminars and lectures, and to help students to explore
topics further and check their progress.
Wherever you see the companion website or SAGE edge
icons, you can access further resources.

SAGE eBooks
The majority of our books are now available as eBooks.
Visit sagepub.co.uk/ebooks for more information.

Childhood, Youth & Ageing

THE SOCIOLOGY OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
Critical Perspectives
Norman Gabriel University of Plymouth
Thoughtfully structured and clearly written, Gabriel provides a
compelling discussion of ideas and concepts in ways accessible
to an undergraduate audience. This is a "must-have" text for all
interested in understanding modern childhoods
- Mary Jane Kehily, The Open University
A theoretically and historically grounded examination of young children’s
experiences in contemporary society.
Arguing that a sociology of early childhood must bring together and
integrate different disciplines, this book:
• synthesizes different sociological perspectives on childhood, as well
as incorporating multi-disciplinary research findings on the lives of
young children
• explains key theoretical concepts in early childhood studies, such as
investment, early intervention, professional power and discourse
• examines the importance of play, memory and place
• evaluates long-term parenting trends
• uses illustrative examples and case studies, discussion questions and
annotated further reading to engage and stimulate readers.

I nv i g o r a ti n g a n d
thought-provoking,
this is an invaluable
read for advanced
undergraduates
and postgraduate
s tu d e n t s l o o k i n g
for a more nuanced
and progressive
understanding
of childhood.
CONTENTS
Historical and Sociological
Approaches on Childhood
/ A Relational Sociology of
Early Childhood / Growing
Up Beside You – Social
Habitus in Early Childhood
/ Young Children's Play
- Challenging the Adult
Establishment / Civilising
Young Children – Long-Term
Parenting Trends / New Media
Technologies and the Sexualization
of Childhood
March 2017 • 192 pages
Cloth (9781446272985) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272992) • £24.99

60 SECONDS WITH THE AUTHOR... Norman
What’s the main thing you hope readers
will get from reading your book?
Engaging and thought-provoking, I hope this book encourages
readers to think about some of the key ideas and concepts in
the sociology of childhood. I argue that there is an urgent need
to develop a relational sociology of early childhood, one that focuses on
the earliest experiences of young children. I use illustrative examples and
discussion questions to encourage readers to develop a deeper, more
nuanced understanding of contemporary childhood.

What are you most proud of about your book?
It's one of the first books in the Childhood Studies literature to examine young
children’s experiences from a relational sociological perspective. It uses the
work of two great sociological thinkers, Norbert Elias and Pierre Bourdieu, to
illuminate different sociological theories on childhood as well as incorporate
multi-disciplinary research findings on the lives of young children. Young children
are born into relationships that existed before them; as they grow up these
relationships with their parents, siblings and friends change but are structured
by different societies in different historical epochs.

What top tips would you give to students new to
the sociology of childhood?
Reflect upon your own experiences of growing up in contemporary society.
Use your own examples to illustrate the relevance and application of
different theories.
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Engage with some of the
important sociological
theories of childhood – make
them relevant, meaningful
and personal!
Focus on the way that early
childhood and adulthood are
related, but also view them
as long-term processes with
deep historical roots.

Why do you feel
the study of the
sociology of
childhood is so
important?
In every generation young children need to grow up and survive. Looking
at the past, we see an unbroken chain of parents and young children,
who in turn become parents. At birth, babies are very dependent on
their mother or carers and only gradually do they develop relationships
with other people around them - fathers, siblings, grandparents,
other relatives and friends, teachers or classmates. Both adults
and young children need to think about and understand these
relationships. As sociologists, we should use sociological theories
to explain how these love and learning relationships develop in
different societies.

+44 (0)20 7324 8700

sagepublishing.com

Childhood, Youth & Ageing / Crime & Deviance

AGE STUDIES
A Sociological Examination
of How We Age and are Aged
through the Life Course
Susan Pickard University of Liverpool
With great rigour, yet an
enviable lightness of touch,
Susan Pickard has written an
engaging and accessible book
that students will love
- Rosaline Gill,
City University London
Taking an invigorating approach to the study of age and ageing in
contemporary society, this book encompasses ageing throughout the
life course, exploring childhood, adolescence, mid-life and older age,
and situated explicitly within a sociological disciplinary framework. It:
• explores current social science debates on the study of ageing, linking
these to core sociological concepts
• links theory and application, using a variety of examples and
international case studies
• includes chapter summaries, further reading and guided questions.
A thought-provoking companion to advanced undergraduates and
postgraduate students studying ageing, older people, social gerontology
and related courses.
CONTENTS
Age Studies: What Is It and Why Do We Need It? / Class Stratification and Age / Gender
Studies as a Paradigm for Age Studies / Constructing and Deconstructing Ages and Stages
of the Life Course / Identity and Age / Age and Embodiment / Sexuality through the Life
Course / Health, Illness and Normality through the Life Course / Representing Ages and
Stages / Ages and Generations in Interaction / Telling our Own Stories: Developing Age
Consciousness and Authentic Age Identities / Concluding Thoughts

THE SOCIOLOGY
OF CHILDHOOD
Fifth Edition
International Student Edition
William A Corsaro
Indiana University, Bloomington
This book discusses children and childhood
from a sociological perspective - providing
in-depth coverage of social theories of
childhood, the peer cultures and social issues of children and youth,
and children and childhood within the frameworks of culture and history.
Special student pricing available. Contact your local rep for more information.
SOCIOLOGY FOR A NEW CENTURY SERIES
September 2017 • 520 pages
Paper (9781506390734) • £43.00

September 2016 • 312 pages
Cloth (9781446287361) • £75.00
Paper (9781446287378) • £25.99

GANGS & CRIME
CHILDHOOD, CULTURE AND SOCIETY
In a Global Context
Michael Wyness
Never shying away from the most pressing topics in the field, this book
provides a multifaceted and extensive analysis of the study of children
and childhood.
Linking key concepts, themes and problems together, this text offers an
interdisciplinary approach with its topical and timely case studies and
illustrations which illuminate the latest research in the field. The book:
• features a number of international case studies including children and
military conflict, child migrants, children and networking sites, child
trafficking, and children as consumers
• includes questions which help you to make connections between
topics and get you reflecting on your own childhood
• is packed with engaging learning features including chapter aims,
boxed sections, summaries and further reading suggestions.

Alternative Perspectives
Alistair Fraser University of Glasgow
This book takes students on a guided tour of the gang phenomenon
through history, as well as current representations of gangs in literature
and media. It includes:
• a detailed global overview of gang culture, covering, amongst others,
Glasgow, Chicago, Hong Kong, and Shanghai
• a chapter on researching gangs which covers quantitative and
qualitative methods
• extra chapter features such as key terms, chapter overviews, study
questions and further reading suggestions.
Fraser brings together gang-literature and critical perspectives in a
refreshing new way, exploring 'gangs' as a social group with a long and
fascinating history.
CONTENTS

Part I: Key Concepts / Describing Children and Childhood / Social Scientific Concepts /
Globally Relevant Concepts / Part II: Key Themes and Case Studies / Politics of a Global
Childhood / Children, Chilhood and Diversity / Growing Up / Children and Adversity

Gangs & Crime: Definitions, Approaches and Debates / Histories of Gangs:
Representations, Realities and Urban Genealogy / Researching Gangs: Methods, Ethics
and Politics / Early Sociological Perspectives: From Subculture to Street Culture / Gangs,
Crime and Social Harm: A Multi-Level Approach / Feminist Perspectives: Gangs, Gender
and Structured Action / Cultural Perspectives: Crime, New Media and Popular Culture
/ Gangs in the Global City: Precarity, Marginality and Identity / Decentring the World of
Gangs: Theory from the South / Responding to the Global Gang: Policing, Punishment
and Policy Transfer

December 2017 • 350 pages
Cloth (9781446296127) • £85.00
Paper (9781446296134) • £29.99

July 2017 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781473911895) • £75.00
Paper (9781473911901) • £26.99

CONTENTS

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Crime & Deviance

VICTIMS, CRIME
AND SOCIETY

AN INTRODUCTION TO
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

An Introduction

Edited by Jamie Harding, Pamela Davies
both at Northumbria University and
George Mair Liverpool Hope University

Second Edition
Edited by Pamela Davies, Peter Francis
both at Northumbria University and
Chris Greer City University London

Refreshing in its outlook, with a mixture
of up-and-coming scholars as well as
established authors as contributors, timelines to show rapid developments over
the past thirty years in particular, and a
unique combination of critical reflections
on legal, policy, practice and theoretical developments, with
case studies, annotated reading suggestions, discussion
points and exercises to guide readers. Key developments are
described in their socio-political context, all of which adds to a
book which is compelling in scope and persuasive in argument

Victimhood is never socially neutral.
It involves powerful interests, diverse
inequalities, and media representations that tend to privilege
particular understandings of victims. This excellent text provides
a critical interrogation of victimology by emphasizing context
and interpretation, politics and social justice. It, too, is not
socially neutral, and we are all the better for it
Rob White, Professor of Criminology,
University of Tasmania
This book provides a thorough account of victimisation across the social
spectrum of class, race and ethnicity, age, gender, religion and sexuality.
The Second Edition has been fully revised and expanded, with two
parts now spanning the key perspectives and key issues in victimology.
Covering theoretical and methodological approaches, and social and
political contexts, the book:
• includes new chapters on defining and constructing victims, fear and
vulnerability, sexuality, white collar crime and the implications of crime
policy on victims
• examines a global range of historical, theoretical and policy
perspectives in victimology
• reinforces students' learning through critical thinking sections, future
research suggestions, chapter summaries and a glossary of key terms
• now includes a companion website, complete with links to relevant
journal articles in victimology.
CONTENTS
Part I: Key Perspectives in Victimology / Defining Victims and Victimisation / Constructing
Victims and Victimisation / Fear, Vulnerability and Victimisation / Historical Perspectives
in Victimology / Theoretical Perspectives in Victimology / Research Perspectives in
Victimology / Global Perspectives in Victimology / Part II: Key Issues In Victimology /
Gender, Victims and Crime / Young People, Victims and Crime / Older People, Victims
and Crime / Social Exclusion, Victims and Crime / Victims of White-Collar Crime / Race,
Religion, Victims and Crime / Sexuality, Victims and Crime / Victims of the Powerful /
Victims and Crime Policy
April 2017 • 304 pages
Cloth (9781446255902) • £85.00
Paper (9781446255919) • £29.99

- Loraine Gelsthorpe, University of Cambridge
A contemporary guide to the criminal justice process, the broad scope of
this book means it will be a trusted companion throughout a criminology
and/or criminal justice degree.
The contents include:
• 23 chapters spanning all that's involved with, and fully contextualizing,
the criminal justice process: the agencies, institutions and processes
and procedures that deal with victims, offenders and offending
• a detailed timeline of criminal justice since 1945
• consideration of victims and witnesses, complaints and misconduct
• a comprehensive review of policing, prosecution, the courts,
imprisonment and community sanctions
• a focus on community safety, crime prevention and youth justice
• a review of the effectiveness of the criminal justice process
• exploration of global and international dimensions as well as the
futures of criminal justice
• lots of helpful extras including further reading suggestions, case
studies, self-study questions and a glossary of terms.
The accompanying website has:
•
•
•
•
•

a podcast interview with a police officer
practice essay questions
multiple choice questions
suggested website resources to explore
videos.

CONTENTS
Part I: The Criminal Justice Process in Context / Criminal Justice Since 1945: A Brief
History / Definitions and the Counting of Crime / Purposes of the Criminal Justice Process
/ Characteristics of Offenders / Diversity and the Criminal Justice Process / Media
Representations of Criminal Justice / Government, Governance and Criminal Justice
/ Researching Criminal Justice / Part II: The Criminal Justice Process / Community
Safety and Crime Prevention / Policing / Policing as Part of a Multi-Agency Approach /
Prosecution and the Alternatives / Criminal Courts / Community Sentences / Imprisonment
/ Parole and Release from Prison / Youth Justice / Dealing with Complaints and Misconduct
/ Supporting Victims and Witnesses / Part III: Key Issues in Criminal Justice / Does the
Criminal Justice Process Work? / Globalization and International Criminal Justice /
Criminal Justice Futures
January 2017 • 504 pages
Cloth (9781412962117) • £85.00
Paper (9781412962124) • £29.99
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Crime & Deviance

DOING CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH
Third Edition
Pamela Davies and Peter Francis both at Northumbria University
The new edition of this bestselling textbook comes completely revised
and updated to take students on a guided tour of criminological research.
As a trusted companion, this book brings together a range of experts in
the field to provide key perspectives on how to prepare, do, and present
research. Concise and engaging, each chapter comes with a range of
learning features and contextualized case studies, giving an in-depth
review on conducting research projects.
The book:
• includes fascinating case studies on transnational crime and policing,
victims, male offenders, institutional abuse and more
• comes with study questions, activities, key terms and a glossary
• includes visual material which highlights and illustrates key points
• contains new chapters on: mixed methods; web based criminological
research; experimental criminological research and quantitative
criminological research.
This is the go-to for any student studying criminology, essential to those
conducting their own research in the field.
CONTENTS
Part I: Preparing Criminological Research / Methodological Approaches to Criminological
Research / Mixed Methods / Formulating, Planning and Proposing Criminological Research
/ Doing Historical Analysis of Crime, Victims and Justice / Undertaking a Criminological
Literature Review / The Politics and Ethics of Criminological Research / Part II: Doing
Criminological Research / Doing Criminological Survey Research with Sensitive Subjects
/ Doing Quantitative Criminological Research and Analyses on the Crime Drop / Doing
Qualitative Research and Analysis on Child Sex Abuse / Doing Experimental Criminological
Research and Longitudinal Criminological Research on Crime and the Life Course / Doing
Interviews as Method for Researching State Crimes and Victimization / History, Culture
and Narrative Testimony in Criminological Research / Doing Ethnographic Research on
the Night Time Economy and Crime and Victimization / Doing Web Based Criminological
Research / Doing Visual Criminological Research to Understand Images of Justice, Law
and Order / Doing Comparative, International and Cross Cultural Criminological Research
on Victims, Crime and Policing / Doing Case Study Research on Institutional Abuse /
Doing Evaluation Research on a Peer-mentor Prison Programme / Doing Criminological
Research on Big Data, Analytics and Predictive Policing / Part III: Presenting Criminological
Research / Writing Up and Presenting Criminological Research
November 2017
Cloth (9781473902725) • £85.00
Paper (9781473902732) • £28.99

CRIMINOLOGICAL
RESEARCH
Understanding
Qualitative Methods
Second Edition
Emma Wincup University of Leeds
Guiding readers from theoretical considerations
through the steps of the research process,
this book inspires students to conduct
criminological research and equips them with the necessary tools to carry
out a successful, ethical study.
New to this edition:
• a skills-focused chapter on how to evaluate existing qualitative studies
and design new ones
• rich examples from real research
• in-depth case studies on fashion counterfeiting, electronic monitoring
and youth justice
• a full discussion of the politics of research, issues of access, ethics
and managing risk in the field
• thought-provoking exercises to reinforce practical research skills.
CONTENTS
Part I: Foundations of Qualitative Research in Criminology / Qualitative Approaches
to Criminological Research / The Politics of Researching Crime and Justice / Ethics in
Criminological Research / Part II: The Research Process / Negotiating and Sustaining
Access / Using Existing Qualitative Data / Interviews and Focus Groups / Ethnography /
Working with Qualitative Data: Analysis and Writing / Part III: Being a Qualitative Researcher
/ Researching Women's Experiences of Electronic Monitoring / Using Focus Groups to
Explore Young People's Perceptions of Fashion Counterfeiting / Research with Young
People Who Are Vulnerable and 'Difficult to Reach' / Becoming a Qualitative Researcher

INTRODUCING QUALITATIVE METHODS SERIES
March 2017 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781446209134) • £85.00
Paper (9781446209141) • £27.99

Flexible Solutions to Suit Your Teaching Needs
SAGE offers numerous, flexible print and eBook solutions customised to your teaching needs:
• electronic and print bundles can be created for any title
• institutional solutions include ebooks for sale to faculty, or site licenses
• etextbooks are available to libraries on a case-by-case basis
Contact your SAGE sales representative or ben.dorning@sagepub.co.uk for more information.
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Crime & Deviance / Education

CRIMINOLOGICAL ETHNOGRAPHY:
AN INTRODUCTION

CRAYONS AND IPADS

James Treadwell University of Birmingham and Stephen Wakeman
Liverpool John Moores University

Examines the use of digital technology in
the early stages of child development and
the way in which learning techniques have
evolved in classrooms across the world.

Featuring a range of fascinating and thought-provoking case studies from
the authors' extensive experience in the field, this is the first textbook to
cover ethnography specific to criminology.
Following the research process in full, this book successfully bridges
the gap between a methodological instruction manual and a theoretical
textbook. It:
• includes case studies comprised of classic works and the authors'
own ethnographic projects
• provides guidance for navigating key issues in ethnography, including
access and researcher safety
• helps with the use of ethnographic methods with exercises, questions
and checklists
• features a range of extra learning features including key terms, a
glossary, and further reading suggestions.
This book is a valuable resource for any student embarking on
ethnographic research in criminology for the first time.
CONTENTS
Part I: Criminological Ethnography: Key Concepts and Theoretical Frameworks / Why
Criminological Ethnography? / Early Criminological Ethnography / Core Ethnographic
Principles and Approaches / Part II: Doing Criminological Ethnography / Planning an
Ethnographic Project / Doing Ethnographic Criminology / Doing Ethical Criminological
Ethnography / Part III: Writing Criminological Ethnography / Entering the Field / In the Field
/ Writing and Recording in the Field / Part IV: Evaluating and Presenting Criminological
Ethnography / Writing up Criminological Ethnography / Impactful Criminological
Ethnography / Emerging Perspectives and Future Challenges
December 2017 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473975705) • £85.00
Paper (9781473975712) • £29.99

Debra Harwood Brock University

Taking the position that tablets provide an
accessible learning and instructional tool,
Debra Harwood explores how tablets can be
used to provoke, ignite and excite children's
interest in the world around them, arguing
that it is through this engagement with technology that new discoveries
are made and learning takes place.
Guiding readers through research-based insights into children's thinking,
interactions and being, Crayons and iPads offers an important starting
point upon which to build play and inquiry-based learning opportunities
within early learning programs.
CONTENTS
The Digital World & Play of Young Children - Debra Harwood / Be the 'I' in iPad: iPads
and The Children Who Love Them - Jennifer Rowsell / Playful Pedagogic Moves: Digital
Devices in the Outdoors - Sherry Rose, Kristy Fitzpatrick, Candace Mersereau & Pam
Whitty / Digital Inquiry and Socio-Critical Negotiations in Two Early Childhood Classrooms
- Kari-Lynn Winters & Leslie Memme / Tablets as Invitational Spaces - Leslie Memme &
Kari-Lynn Winters / 'Let Me Show You How The iPad Works': Young Children as Teachers
- Debra Harwood & Katelyn Scott / iPads from Home to School: Exploring Digital Divides
in Early Childhood Education - Laura Lane / Meeting ALL THEIR NEEDS: Tablets and
Diverse Learners - Dane Marco Di Cesare, Tara Kaczorowski and Andrew Hashey / Using
iPads to Empower Young Children as Readers and Writers - Vera E Woloshyn, Arlene
Grierson & Laura Lane / It's an App, App World - Dane Marco Di Cesare / Lingering
Thoughts - Debra Harwood

SAGE SWIFTS
May 2017 • 168 pages
Cloth (9781473915992) • £45.00

AN A-Z OF CREATIVE
TEACHING IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY
A Sociological Approach to Education
Sixth Edition
Edited by Jeanne H Ballantine Wright State University and
Joan Z Spade The College at Brockport, State University of New York
This comprehensive, integrated overview of the sociology of education
includes original readings and article excerpts by leaders in the field, as
well as theory, methods and current issues.
December 2017 • 496 pages
Paper (9781506346977) • £54.00

Rachel Stone and Sylvia Ashton
both at Sheffield Hallam University
This essential guide addresses common
issues faced by lecturers and includes
case studies and practical suggestions
for teaching. Chapters cover themes
such as supporting students to learn
constructively in large groups, working with international learners,
embedding employability skills, and developing self-directed (or 'flipped')
learning resources.
September 2017
Cloth (9781526401021) • £65.00
Paper (9781526401038) • £24.99
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Gender & Sexuality

MISOGYNY ONLINE
A Short (and Brutish) History
Emma A Jane University of New South Wales
A rigorous, necessary and at times terrifying exploration of one of
the most pressing and rapidly growing forms of harassment and
abuse of women and girls today. Dr Jane's interrogation of the
rhetoric of sexualized, gendered violence and the rise of multiperpetrator attacks on individual women using digital technology
is a must-read for a greater understanding of this phenomenon
and its impact on democracy, culture and the individual
- Tara Moss, UNICEF National Ambassador for Child
Survival, feminist commentator and human rights advocate
Misogyny Online explores the worldwide phenomenon of gendered
cyberhate as a significant discourse which has been overlooked and
marginalized. The rapid growth of the internet has led to numerous
opportunities and benefits; however, the architecture of the cybersphere
offers users unprecedented opportunities to engage in hate speech. A
leading international researcher in this field, Emma A Jane weaves together
data and theory from multiple disciplines and expresses her findings in
a style that is engaging, witty and powerful. This book is an important
read for students and faculty members alike across the social sciences
and humanities.
CONTENTS
Introduction: The Warning Is You Will Receive No Warning / The Rise of Rapeglish / Why It
Is So / Hitting Home / The Blame Game / Epic Institutional Fails / Conclusion: The Electronic
Equivalent of Everywhere

SAGE SWIFTS
October 2016 • 152 pages
Cloth (9781473916005) • £45.00

A WORD FROM THE AUTHOR...
People who have never encountered rape threats or sexualized
vitriol on the internet are often unaware of the prevalence or the
noxious nature of misogyny online. These are not just messages
telling women to 'shut up'. They’re the most graphic, sexually
violent threats imaginable. Further, at the peak of an online mob
attack, they may arrive on women's devices in their hundreds
for weeks on end. My hope is that readers of my book who have
not experienced cyber violence against women and girls (cyber
VAWG) will gain some understanding of the scope and nature
of a problem the United Nations warns risks producing a 21st
century 'global pandemic'. My hope is that readers who have
been targeted, understand they are not the only ones receiving
'sit on a knife' tweets.
This book was inspired by my own experiences of receiving
sexualized vitriol via email in the late 1990s during my previous
life as a journalist. Most of the hard copy hate mail I'd received
early in my career was relatively civil. After the advent of email,
however, my inbox was inundated with missives from anonymous
correspondents calling me a 'tart desperate for cock', saying
that all feminists needed to be 'gangraped to set them right',
and so on. This kickstarted my ongoing curiosity about such
material. In particular, I am fascinated by the formulaic nature
of the abuse. While rape threats online can seem extremely

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

Emma

personal, lined up side-byside they look like they were
generated by a machine.
Who we are or what we are
supposed to have done
wrong is actually irrelevant.
To coincide with the launch
of Misogyny Online, I
have built a Random Rape
Threat Generator (www.
rapethreatgenerator.com)
to illustrate the fact that
there is no clear connection
between the content of the
'Rapeglish' being sent, and
the identity and context of
the receiver. Women are
called ugly sluts for having
opinions on taxation. Girls
are threatened with rape
for posting videos about fishtail braiding. It makes no sense.
Until you realise that this is not about individual women: it is
about gender.
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Gender & Sexuality

KEY CONCEPTS IN
GENDER STUDIES

PURDAH TO PICCADILLY
A Muslim Woman’s Struggle
for Identity

Second Edition

Zarina Bhatty Former President
of the Indian Association for
Women’s Studies, New Delhi

Jane Pilcher University of Leicester and
Imelda Whelehan University of Tasmania
Testament to the interest, energy and
dynamism of feminism today [...] Jane
Pilcher and Imelda Whelehan have done
it again: produced a book that is lively,
important and accessible. With entries
that cover key concepts, historical terms, theoretical arguments,
and activism from Malala to SlutWalk to transgender, this book
offers an excellent introduction to debates in contemporary
gender studies

Tracing the life of Zarina Bhatty, a Muslim
woman born and brought up in pre-Partition
India, this memoir narrates the experiences
of a woman who strove to break out of the
stereotypical roles imposed by the society
of her times.
April 2016 • 218 pages
Cloth (9789351508243) • £25.00

- Rosalind Gill, City University London
A lively and engaging introduction to this dynamic field, and thoroughly
revised throughout, the Second Edition benefits from the addition of
nine new concepts including Gender Social Movements, Intersectionality
and Mainstreaming.
Each of the entries:
• begins with a concise definition
• outlines the history of each term and the debates surrounding it
• includes illustrations of how the concept has been applied within
the field
• offers examples which allow a critical re-evaluation of the concept
• is cross-referenced with the other key concepts
• ends with guidance on further reading.
CONTENTS
Age/Ageing / Androcentrism / Backlash / Body/Embodiment / Citizenship / Class /
Consciousness Raising / Cyberfeminism / Cyborg / Dichotemy / Domestic Division of
Labour / Double Standard / Equality / Essentialism / Family/Motherhood / Feminisms /
Gender / Gender Order / Gender Segregation / Gendered / Girlpower / Global Feminisms
/ Heterosexuality / Ideology / Intersectionality / Lesbian Continuum/Lesbian Feminism /
Mainstreaming / Masculinities / Neoliberalism / (The) Other / Patriarchy / Pornography /
Postfeminism / Postmodernism / Power / Psychoanalytical Feminism / Public/Private /
Queer Theory / Race/Ethnicity / Representation / Reproductive Technologies / Separatism
/ Sex Work / Sexual Contract / Sexuality / Standpoint / Stereotype / Transgender / Violence
/ Waves of Feminism

SAGE KEY CONCEPTS SERIES

PROSTITUTION
Sex Work, Policy & Politics
Second Edition
Teela Sanders Leicester University, Jane Pitcher Independent
Social Researcher and Maggie O'Neill Loughborough University
The field of sex work has undergone a massive expansion in the past
ten years. In this Second Edition, three leading researchers come
together to provide an interdisciplinary outline of sex work. This book
provides comprehensive coverage of key areas common to the study of
the female sex industry, as well as expanding outwards to look at young
people who are sexually exploited, male and transgender sex work and
migrate sex work.
International in perspective, this book combines sociological approaches
with criminology and criminal justice studies, social policy, health
research and sexuality studies. New to this edition:
• updated summaries of policy and law, particularly in relation to UK
legal changes from 2008 onwards
• a new chapter on international models of regulation
• new images and case studies from the authors' research projects.
CONTENTS

December 2016 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446260289) • £65.00
Paper (9781446260296) • £21.99

The Sociology of Sex Work / The Cultural Context of Commerce and Sex / Sex Workers
and Sex Work / Children, Young People and CSEC / Buying Sexual Services / Sex
Workers, Labour Rights and Unionization / Crime Justice and the Sex Industry in the UK
/ Communities, Services and Welfare / International Models of Regulating Sex Work /
Globalization and the Sex Trade / Researching the Sex Industry
December 2017 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473989344) • £85.00
Paper (9781473989351) • £28.99

Our online catalogues
are now interactive
Visit sagepub.co.uk/catalogues to start
using our interactive catalogue, instantly find
out more about each book and place your
order directly
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Globalization & Social Change

SOCIAL CHANGES IN A GLOBAL WORLD
Ulrike Schuerkens Université Rennes 2
An in-depth exploration of social transformations and developments, this
book combines an international approach with up-to-date research to
provide a comprehensive introduction. It:
• has dedicated chapters on contemporary topics including technology,
new media, war and terror, political culture and inequality
• includes an analysis of societal structures – inequality, globalization,
transnationalism
• contains learning features, including: discussion questions, annotated
further reading, chapter summaries and pointers to online resources to
assist with study.
CONTENTS
Social Transformations and Development(s) in a Globalized World / The Sociological and
Anthropological Study of Globalization and Localization / Transformations of Local Socioeconomic Practices in a Global World / Globalization and the Transformation of Social
Inequality / Transnational Migrations and Social Transformations / Socio-economic Impacts
of the Global Financial Crisis / Communication, Media, Technology, and Global Social Change
/ Global Social Change and the Environment / Conflict, Competition, Cooperation, and Global
Change / Globalization and Social Movements: Human Agency and Mobilizations for Change
/ Final Remarks: Social Change in a Global World
April 2017 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781473930216) • £75.00
Paper (9781473930223) • £26.99

60 SECONDS WITH THE AUTHOR...
How is the field of globalization changing
over the next few years?
On a worldwide scale, post-material attitudes are increasing;
economies are changing with jobs that permit us to share services
with each other or to give a second life to goods; housing and
consumption are done in new cooperative groups via networks created
on the internet. Enterprises are asked to display social, ethical and
environmental concerns while growth is criticized. Social networks of
consumers and critical citizens are created that have a chance to influence
economic decisions in global enterprises. Moreover, a modification of the
relationship between enterprises and consumers can be found; businesses
include increasingly renewable energies, create social integration projects,
and finance innovative projects via mass media projects.
Long-term visions such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for
2030 will contribute to changes in the coming 15 years; governments will
have to implement political visions that they approved and signed in UN
decisions. Slowly, the world as we know it may change in the directions
that these reports suggest and, hopefully, not in the direction of threat and
violence. but in that of ‘leaving no one behind’ in the common process of
the substantive transformation of global societies.

What top tips would you give to students new
to the study of globalization and social theory?

would argue that processes have to
be understood and improvements
suggested. The common knowledge
of globalization is still too fragmented
and a fear of globalization exists that
does not favour productive global
social changes.

Ulrike

What’s the main
thing you hope
readers will get
from your book?
His to r y c a nnot g o back
to a time without internet,
without transnational links of
companies and of populations.
This book analyzes the main
characteristics of social
changes in a global world and
urges for an understanding of
these processes.

Students should analyze globalization processes as suggested in this book
and not follow existing political opinions that condemn these processes. I

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Globalization & Social Change / Health & Body

MIGRATION, ETHICS
AND POWER

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH
AND ILLNESS

Spaces Of Hospitality In
International Politics

Third Edition

Dan Bulley Queen's University Belfast

Kevin White Australian National University

This book will be an important read for
those wishing to think seriously about
the ethics of hospitality in light of growing
numbers of people on the move but also
out of place

This bestselling book has long been the go-to
text for students looking for a clear, engaging
and theoretically informed introduction to this
dynamic topic.

- Kim Rygiel, Balsillie School of
International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University

Written with a truly sociological and critical perspective, and thoroughly
updated to include the latest cutting-edge thinking in the area, the new
edition is packed with new empirical examples.
Incorporating helpful learning features including chapter overviews,
boxed cases, summaries and further reading, this book is a stimulating
and thought-provoking essential text for students in health, nursing and
sociology schools.

SOCIETY AND SPACE
November 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781473985025) • £75.00
Paper (9781473985032) • £24.99

December 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473982079) • £85.00
Paper (9781473982086) • £27.99

THE HEALTH OF PEOPLE
Campaign for Social Science

UNDERSTANDING THE
SOCIOLOGY OF HEALTH

This report investigates a range of ways to
cut the cost of health interventions and to
improve patient outcomes as well as ways
of preventing people becoming patients.
The report includes arguments for and
case studies in favour of a more rounded,
social science informed view of health and
wellbeing, concluding with an invitation to
clinicians and policy makers to think outside
the box of 'care' about the causes and
prevention of ill health.

An Introduction
Fourth Edition
Anne-Marie Barry Baccus Consulting
and Chris Yuill Robert Gordon University
Up-to-date with key policy and research,
and including case studies and exercises
to critically engage the reader, this textbook
shows how sociology can answer complex questions about health and
illness, such as why health inequalities exist. Comes with access to
videos, flashcards and further readings.

March 2017 • 56 pages
Paper (9781473989450) • £10.00

September 2016 • 352 pages
Cloth (9781473929449) • £75.00
Paper (9781473929456) • £26.99

Free Digital Inspection
Copies for Lecturers
SAGE has teamed up with a number of online
delivery partners so lecturers can have digital
access to textbooks for consideration for
course use.
Contact your local sales representative
at sagepub.co.uk/findmyrep for all your
course needs.

UNDERSTANDING
SOCIOLOGY IN NURSING
Helen Allan, Michael Traynor both
at Middlesex University, Daniel Kelly
Cardiff University and Pam Smith
University of Edinburgh
Helps nursing students understand why
sociology is relevant and important to them,
and how they can actually use it as nurses to
understand real situations and improve care.
March 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781473913585) • £65.00
Paper (9781473913592) • £21.99
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Health & Body

DISABILITY STUDIES
An Interdisciplinary Introduction
Second Edition
Dan Goodley University of Sheffield
Passionate, engaging and challenging, the
Second Edition of the groundbreaking
Disability Studies is a contemporary
introduction to this diverse and complex
field. Taking an interdisciplinary and critical
approach, the book:
• examines a diverse range of theories and perspectives, engaging with
current debates in the field
• explores key areas of analysis, with chapters devoted to the individual,
society, community and education
• applies a global perspective encompassing examples from the UK,
Australia, Scandinavia, the US and Canada.
Encouraging readers with thought-provoking questions, exercises
and activities, this text is a rich and rewarding read for students and
researchers of disability across the social sciences.
CONTENTS
Preface: Introducing a New Edition / Beginnings: Conceptualizing Disability in a Global
World / Politics: Key Debates and Contestations in Disability Studies / Differences:
Disability, Gender, Race, Sexuality and Social Class / Society: Towards a Sociology
of Disability / Individuals: The Psychological Manufacture of the Disabled Individual
/ Subjectivity: Finding Critical Psychologies of Disability / Discourse: Exposing the
Constitution of Dis/ability and Impairment / Community: A DisHuman analysis of life,
Labour and Activism / Education: Challenging Neoliberal-ableist Education through Critical
Pedagogy / Futures: Four Approaches and Three Key Themes of Critical Disability Studies

Paul Garrett National University of Ireland
Welfare dependency, social inclusion/exclusion, underclass, anti-social
behaviour, therapy, resilience, care and caring, adoption, neoliberalism,
social justice...
Insightful and engaging, Welfare Words: Critical Social Work & Social
Policy provides a critical analysis of social work and social policy in its
articulation and discussion of a number of significant words and phrases.
Written by an authoritative voice in the field, this book brings complex
theories to the everyday experience, giving students and practitioners
vital tools to better understand and change their social worlds.
Lucid and accessible in style, Garrett offers an innovative approach to
the study of social welfare, encouraging readers to think critically about
the key issues in social work and social policy.

Extra Teaching
& Study Tools
Many of our textbooks are supported by online resources to help
lecturers plan and deliver engaging seminars and lectures, and to
help students to explore topics further and check their progress.

100%

November 2017 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473968967) • £75.00
Paper (9781473968974) • £24.99

9:45 AM

November 2016 • 296 pages
Cloth (9781446280676) • £85.00
Paper (9781446280683) • £27.99

WELFARE WORDS: CRITICAL
SOCIAL WORK & SOCIAL POLICY

Wherever you see the companion website or SAGE edge icons, you
and your students can access further resources.
iPad

These tools typically include:
Resources for Lecturers
• PowerPoint slides
• Instructors manual
• Teaching notes
• Ideas for essay topics
• Handouts

Resources for Students
• Study notes
• Self test questions
• Case studies and data sets
• Videos and podcasts
• Glossaries
• Access to articles from leading SAGE journals

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Media & Culture

MEDIA/SOCIETY

DIGITAL MEDIA
AND SOCIETY

Industries, Images,
and Audiences

Simon Lindgren

Sixth Edition
International Student Edition
David Croteau Virginia
Commonwealth University and
William Hoynes Vassar College
The Six t h Edit ion retains its basic
sociological framework,and now includes additional discussions
of new studies and up-to-date material about the rapidly changing
media landscape. This edition significantly expands on discussions
of digitization, mobile media, user-generated content, the social
impact of new media on society, and new media's effect on traditional
media outlets.
Special student pricing available. Contact your local rep for more information.
November 2017 • 326 pages
Paper (9781506390789) • £54.00

SOCIAL MEDIA

In the early 21st century, the worlds of
the digital and the social have become
irreversibly intertwined: we are now truly
living in a digital society. This assumption
is taken by Simon Lindgren as a starting
point for his comprehensive new analysis
of the contemporary media landscape.
Neatly divided into three sections, his book
introduces readers to the central theories through which to frame digital
society, the hot topics that have come to dominate both scholarly and
public debates and the key research methods used in the field. It features:
• social theory alongside media theory from theorists such as Durkheim,
Goffman, Bourdieu and Sassen, as well as McLuhan, Castells, Fuchs
• up-to-date, recognisable examples including Twitter, trolling and selfies
• a three-chapter section providing guidance on key research methods
such as digital ethnography, thematic analysis and text mining
• practical exercises to aid understanding and further reading sections
to help students explore the relevant literature and enhance their
own research.
Sitting at the cutting edge of new media research, this is the must-have
text for students of the digital society.
CONTENTS

A Critical Introduction
Second Edition
Christian Fuchs University of Westminster
With social media changing how we use and
understand everything from communication
and the news to transport, more than
ever it is essential to ask the right kinds of
questions about the business and politics
of social media. This book equips students
with the critical thinking they need to understand the complexities and
contradictions and make informed judgements.
This new edition:
• lays bare the structures and power relations at the heart of our
media landscape
• explores the sharing economy of Uber and Airbnb in a brand
new chapter
• takes us into the politics and economy of social media in China
• puts forward powerful arguments for how to achieve a social media
that serves the purposes of a just and fair world.
This book is the essential, critical guide for all students of media
studies and sociology. Readers will never look at social media the same
way again.
CONTENTS
What is a Critical Introduction to Social Media? / Part I: Foundations / What are Social
Media and Big Data? / Social Media as Participatory Culture / Social Media and
Communication Power / Part II: Applications / The Power and Political Economy of
Social Media / Google: Good or Evil Search Engine? / Facebook: Surveillance in the Age
of Edward Snowden / Twitter and Democracy: A New Public Sphere? / Weibo and Chinese
Capitalism / The Political Economy of Online Sharing Platforms in the Age of Airbnb and
Uber / WikiLeaks: Can We Make Power Transparent? / Wikipedia: A New Democratic Form
of Collaborative Work and Production? / Part III: Cultures / Conclusion: Social Media and
its Alternatives - Towards a Truly Social Media

Part I: Theories / Digital Society / Social Media / Cyber Debates / Interaction and Identity /
Communities and Networks / Part II: Topics / Digital Visuality and Visibility / Feeling Digital
/ Digital Citizenship / Digital Power and Exploitation / Digital Activism / Mobile Culture /
Software, Algorithms and Data / Part III: Tools / Digital Social Research / The Research
Process / Digital Ethnography / Mapping and Mining Digital Society / Part IV: Conclusion
/ A Theory of Digital Media and Social Change
May 2017 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781473925007) • £75.00
Paper (9781473925014) • £26.99

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL CULTURE
Second Edition
Vincent Miller University of Kent
Tracing the pervasive influence of 'digital culture' throughout
contemporary life, this text integrates socioeconomic understandings
of the 'information society' with the cultural studies approach to
production, use and consumption of digital media and multimedia.
Maintaining its clear and accessible style, the Second Edition has new
and updated material on work and commodity production in digital
capitalism, 'slacktivism', industrial espionage and major bank hacks,
the rise of mobile dating apps and fetish websites, and trolling and
cyber-bullying online.
October 2017
Cloth (9781473993860) • £75.00
Paper (9781473993877) • £26.99

February 2017 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781473966826) • £85.00
Paper (9781473966833) • £27.99
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Media & Culture / Political Sociology

PRIVACY AND THE MEDIA
Andrew McStay Bangor University
Questions of privacy are critical to the study
of contemporary media and society. When
we're more and more connected to devices
and to content, it's increasingly important to
understand how information about ourselves
is being collected, transmitted, processed,
and mediated.
Privacy and the Media equips students
to do just that, providing a comprehensive
overview of both the theory and reality of privacy and the media in
the 21st century. Offering a rich overview of this crucial and topical
relationship, Andrew McStay:
• explores the foundational topics of journalism, the Snowden leaks,
and encryption by companies such as Apple
• considers commercial applications including behavioural advertising,
big data, algorithms, and the role of platforms such as Google
and Facebook
• introduces the role of the body with discussions of emotion, wearable
media, peer-based privacy, and sexting
• encourages students to put their understanding to work with
suggestions for further research, challenging them to explore how
privacy functions in practice.
Privacy and the Media is not a polemic on privacy as 'good' or 'bad', but
a call to assess the detail and the potential implications of contemporary
media technologies and practices. It is essential reading for students
and researchers of digital media, social media, digital politics, and the
creative and cultural industries.
CONTENTS
Part I: Journalism, Surveillance and Politics of Encryption / Nothing to Hide, Nothing
to Fear: Myth and Western Roots of Privacy / Journalism: A Complex Relationship with
Privacy / The Snowden Leaks: A Call for Better Surveillance / Encryption: Simultaneously
Public and Private / Part II: Commercial Dimensions of Privacy and Media / Behavioural
and Programmatic Advertising: Consent, Data Alienation and Problems with Marx / The
Right to be Forgotten: Memory, Deletion and Expression / Big Data: Machine Learning
and the Politics of Algorithms / Part III: The Role of the Body / Empathic Media: Towards
Ubiquitous Emotional Intelligence / Re-introducing the Body: Intimate and Wearable Media
/ Being Young and Social: Inter-Personal Privacy and Debunking Seclusion / Sexting:
Exposure, Protocol and Collective Privacy / Conclusion: What Do Media Developments
Tell Us About Privacy?
March 2017 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473924925) • £75.00
Paper (9781473924932) • £24.99

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
Understanding Images in Media Culture
Giorgia Aiello and Katy Parry both at University of Leeds
This book systematically explores key issues of images and visual media
in contemporary cultural life: identity, politics and commodities, brands,
selfies, PR and spin, social movements and activism, and the circulation
of images on social media. Full of examples and case studies from digital
and social media, the book provides a 'toolkit' approach that walks
students through an analytic technique or method and how it can be
applied to a particular image or visual context. Visual Communication
not only teaches students the theories and concepts, but also the 'how
to' of effective analysis and interpretation.

POPULAR MUSIC, TECHNOLOGY
AND SOCIETY
Contemporary Investigations
Nick Prior University of Edinburgh
Taking a distinctive, multi-theoretical look at popular music's place
in contemporary society, this text is both an original inquiry and an
assessment of the state of popular music, its protagonists, audiences
and practices. It situates the study of pop within broad traditions of
cultural sociology and cultural studies and explores contemporary
thinking around the practices, mediations and forms of popular music,
whilst describing the challenges faced by music sociology as it grapples
with an increasingly digitalized and globalized social and technological
landscape. The text features a number of topical cases and examples,
from iPods, microphones and software studios to Kraftwerk, Britney
Spears and Gorillaz. It is a key reading for students in cultural studies,
media and communication studies, sociology and popular music studies.
October 2017 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781848600447) • £80.00
Paper (9781848600454) • £21.99

THE NEW SOCIOLOGY
OF SCOTLAND
David McCrone University of Edinburgh
This groundbreaking new introduction is
a comprehensive account of the social,
political, economic and cultural processes
at work in contemporary Scottish society.
At a time of major uncer tainty and
transformation, the book explores every
aspect of Scottish life. Placed firmly in the
context of globalization, the text:
• examines a broad range of topics including race and ethnicity, social
inequality, national identity, health, class, education, sport, media and
culture, among many others
• looks at the ramifications of political events such as British General
Election of 2015, the Scottish parliament election of May 2016, and
the Brexit referendum of June 2016
• uses learning features such as further reading and discussion
questions to stimulate students to engage critically with issues raised.
CONTENTS
When Was Scotland? / Making Modern Scotland: The Story of the Twentieth Century /
What is Scotland? / Scotland's People / The Scottish Way of Death / Who Runs Scotland?
/ Inequality, Poverty and Power / Making a Living / Social Class and Social Opportunity
/ Scottish Education and Scottish Society / Gendering Scotland / Social Order: Crime
and Justice in Scotland / 'Race' and Ethnicity in Scotland / Religion: Have Scots Become
Godless People? / Belonging: Placing People / 'Nothing But Heather': Scotland as Country
/ Wilful Fragments: Characterizing Scottish Culture / National Identity: Who Do We Think
We Are? / Politics and National Identity / 'My Granny was a Mctavish': Claiming Diaspora
Identity / Playing for the Nation / Seeing Ourselves: The Media in Scotland / Scotland and
Stuff: The Sociology of Consumption and Lifestyle / Scotland and the World / Epilogue /
Appendix: Timeline, 1900-2016
March 2017 • 736 pages
Cloth (9781473903883) • £90.00
Paper (9781473903890) • £32.99

December 2017 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781412962230) • £75.00
Paper (9781412962247) • £24.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Political Sociology

DEMOCRACY IN DECLINE
Rebuilding its Future
Philip Kotler
Kellogg School of Management
Kotler explores democracy with a critical yet
optimistic eye and discusses how we can all
help to bring about positive change. Ideal
for starting debate in class, this encourages
students to consider the challenges of their
own political system.
June 2016 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781473980495) • £60.00
Paper (9781473980501) • £18.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK
OF RESISTANCE

THE SAGE
HANDBOOK OF
POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY

Edited by David Courpasson EMLYON
Business School and Steven Vallas
Northeastern University

Two-Volume Set
Edited by
William Outhwaite University of Newcastle and
Stephen Turner University of South Florida
The SAGE Handbook of Political Sociology offers a comprehensive
and contemporary look at this evolving field of study. The focus is on
political life itself, and the content is selected to answer the question
of what a student needs to know about political life to approach it
sociologically or simply to understand the political world. The two
volumes are structured around five key areas:

Occupy, Indignados, The Tea Party, The
Arab Spring and Anonymous - these
and other terms have become part of an
emerging lexicon in recent years, signalling
an important development that has gripped
many parts of the world. However, resistance
and its conceptual 'companions', protest, contestation, opposition,
disobedience and mobilization, all seem to be still mostly seen in public
and private discourses as illegitimate and problematic forms of action.

Part Two: Core Concepts

The SAGE Handbook of Resistance offers theoretical essays enabling
readers to forge their own perspectives of what is resistance and
emphasizes the empirical and experiential dimension of resistance making strong choices in terms of how contemporary topics related to
resistance help to rethink our societies as 'protest societies'.

Part Three: Political Ideologies and Movements

Part One: Foundations

Part Four: Topics

Part Two: Sites of Resistance

Part Five: World Regions

Part Three: Technologies of Resistance

Part One: Traditions and Perspectives

Part Four: Languages of Resistance

October 2017
Cloth (9781473919464) • £265.00

Part Five: Geographies of Resistance

Special Introductory Offer: £240.00

Part Six: Consequences of Resistance
September 2016 • 530 pages
Cloth (9781473906433) • £120.00

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF THE HISTORY,
PHILOSOPHY AND SOCIOLOGY OF
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Edited by Andreas Gofas Panteion University,
Inanna Hamati-Ataya Aberystwyth University and
Nicholas G Onuf Florida International University
Offering a panoramic view of the broad field of international relations, this
handbook integrates three distinct but interrelated foci. The handbook
retraces international relations' historical development as a professional
field of study, explores the philosophical foundations of international
relations, and interrogates the sociological mechanisms through which
scholarship is produced and the field is structured.
This handbook is a timely and innovative reference text for academics,
researchers and practitioners in the world of international relations.
October 2017
Cloth (9781473966598) • £120.00
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Race & Ethnicity

RACE AND SOCIETY
Tina Patel University of Salford
Race and Society is a thoughtful and
critically engaging exploration of some of
the key issues around race and racialization,
which have arisen in what is considered to be
a highly diverse and complex society.
With a progressive approach emphasizing
the social construction of race issues
within a post-racial era, moving away from
essentialist and polarized explanations of
raced interaction, Tina Patel:

RACISMS
An Introduction
Second Edition
Steve Garner Birmingham City University
Combining key theoretical perspectives with contemporary case studies,
this text will be invaluable in helping students to fully understand the
complex issue of racism. With clear definitions and practical examples,
this is a solid resource when seeking to examine the way in which
racisms have become part of social practices and institutions. Providing
a clear and readable introduction to all of the key concepts, theories and
debates, this fully revised new edition:
• includes new chapters on Ethnicity and Immigration
• has 30 new boxed case studies with a more international focus
• contains new learning features including further reading and questions
for reflection.
Racisms is an ideal introduction for undergraduates studying race and
ethnicity, social divisions and stratification.

• introduces the main concepts and key theories, including their
post-developments
• focuses on the processes and impact of racial categorization in
contemporary society
• highlights the intersectional and multifaceted nature of race and
related conceptualizations
• illustrates how race has morphed into newer forms of categorizations.
Race and Society is packed with topical examples and international
case studies to engage students, along with chapter summaries,
study questions and further reading. It's a highly readable and
thought-provoking guide to the study of race and racialization processes
for students of sociology, criminology and related disciplines.
CONTENTS
Categorizing Race / Understanding Society / Representations of Race / Identity and the
Place of Race / The Other 'Isms' / Masking Racism in Society / Race in Social Institutions
and Organizations / Human Rights, Equality and Legislation / Researching Race and
Society / Conclusion
November 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781446287385) • £75.00
Paper (9781446287392) • £25.99

CONTENTS
The Idea of 'Race' and the Practice of Racisms / Racialization / Ethnicity / Race, Class and
Gender / Race, Nation, State / Institutional Racism / Science / Mixedness / New Racisms?
/ Immigration / Whiteness / Islamophobia
March 2017 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781412961769) • £75.00
Paper (9781412961776) • £25.99

THE MATRIX OF RACE
Social Construction, Intersectionality, and Difference
Rodney D Coates Miami University of Ohio,
David L Brunsma Virginia Tech and Abby L Ferber
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
This book reflects contemporary theorizing around race relations
and socially-constructed groups. It is a text for a new age - one
that represents developments in sociological research, theory and
approaches in race studies.
October 2017
Paper (9781452202693) • £61.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers

RACISM AND THE MEDIA
Gavan Titley National University
of Ireland, Maynooth
New media have radically altered our understanding of racism, so that
an issue that has too often been assumed to belong to the past has
been thrust into the contemporary mainstream. Now more than ever, it is
imperative to examine the role of the media in the generation, circulation
and contestation of racist ideas.
In Racism and the Media, Gavan Titley:
• explains why racism is such a complex and contested concept
• provides a set of theoretical and analytical tools for interrogating the
world of racism and the media
• shows how to apply theory through a wide range of case studies,
including examples from the UK, US, Europe and Australia
• examines the rise and impact of online racism
• invites readers to confront tensions in their own experiences of racism
and media.
December 2017 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781446298534) • £70.00
Paper (9781446298541) • £23.99
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Bestsellers
in Sociology

THE CULTURAL
INDUSTRIES

SPORT AND SOCIETY

Third Edition

Third Edition

David Hesmondhalgh University of Leeds

Edited by Barrie Houlihan
and Dominic Malcolm both at
Loughborough University

A Student Introduction

At once brilliant and accessible,
it is without peer when it comes
to detailing the big picture and
complex nuances of how cultural
industries work. Every student of
the media should have this book
on their shelf

Houlihan and Malcolm have
produced a key tex t for
our times. Drawing upon
the work of internationally
re cognize d scholar s, the
book locates the individual
within the complexities of the
social, political and economic
matrix that characterizes
contemporary sport

- Jennifer Holt,
University of California
2012 • 480 pages
Cloth (9781446209257) • £87.00
Paper (9781446209264) • £29.99

- Professor Steve Jackson,
Otago University
2015 • 608 pages
Cloth (9781446276174) • £90.00
Paper (9781446276181) • £31.99

MEDIA, CULTURE
AND SOCIETY

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
CULTURAL SOCIOLOGY

An Introduction
Second Edition
Paul Hodkinson University of Surrey

Edited by David Inglis University
of Exeter and Anna-Mari Almila
University of the Arts, London

Combining a critical survey of the field with
a finely judged assessment of cutting-edge
developments, this Second Edition cements
its reputation as the must-have text for any
undergraduate student studying media,
culture and society.

A cutting-edge exploration of this most
diverse of sociological sub-disciplines. Forty
original chapters offering a much needed
international approach to cultural sociology.

December 2016 • 344 pages
Cloth (9781473902350) • £85.00
Paper (9781473902367) • £27.99
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CULTURAL STUDIES
Theory and Practice
Fifth Edition
Chris Barker University of
Wollongong and Emma A Jane
University of New South Wales
It is a pleasure to welcome a new
edition of Cultural Studies, the most
comprehensive, dispassionate and
insightful treatment of this turbulent
field. With Emma Jane's additions, new
topics are opened up with a sure-footed
adventurousness that is both scholarly
and thought-provoking, adding a distinctive update to a
reliable resource
- John Hartley, Curtin University Australia,
Cardiff University Wales, author of A Short History of
Cultural Studies (SAGE)

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
THE SOCIOLOGY OF
WORK AND
EMPLOYMENT
Edited by Stephen Edgell University
of Salford, Heidi Gottfried Wayne
State University and Edward Granter
Manchester University
A landmark collection of original contributions
by leading specialists from around the
world. The handbook is structured around
several core themes, including social divisions of the labour market, the
experience of work, conflict and co-operation, the labour process, the
organization of work, nonstandard forms of work and employment, the
work-life nexus, and globalization.
2015 • 728 pages
Cloth (9781446280669) • £110.00

May 2016 • 760 pages
Cloth (9781473919440) • £100.00
Paper (9781473919457) • £34.99

REPRESENTATION
Cultural Representations and
Signifying Practices
Second Edition
Edited by Stuart Hall, Jessica Evans
The Open University and Sean Nixon
University of Essex

View all of our bestselling
titles online at
sagepublishing.com

This is simply a magnificent
collection of chapters,
laced together under the
guiding light of Stuart Hall's
outstanding scholarship
- Angela McRobbie, Goldsmiths,
University of London
One of the most popular and influential books ever written in media
and cultural studies, this seminal text remains an indispensible and
inspirational resource for students and teachers alike.
CULTURE, MEDIA AND IDENTITIES SERIES
2013 • 440 pages
Cloth (9781849205474) • £89.00
Paper (9781849205634) • £29.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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100 ACTIVITIES FOR
TEACHING RESEARCH
METHODS

INVESTIGATING THE
SOCIAL WORLD
The Process and Practice
of Research

Catherine Dawson Self-employed
researcher and writer

Ninth Edition

Ideal for those new to teaching Research
Methods, as well as more experienced
instructors looking for new ways to engage
their students, this applied resource places
100 activities – each accompanied by
tutor notes and students handouts (also downloadable) – right at the
instructor’s fingertips.
August 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473946286) • £100.00
Paper (9781473946293) • £34.99

International Student Edition
Russell K Schutt
University of Massachusetts Boston
This comprehensive and balanced text has been written so that the 'doing'
of social research is closely and consistently linked to important social
issues by using real social data. End-of-chapter discussion questions,
research proposal development exercises and SPSS exercises help
measure and enhance students' understanding.
Special student pricing available. Contact your local rep for more information.
November 2017 • 672 pages
Paper (9781506390741) • £100.00

SOCIAL STATISTICS FOR A
DIVERSE SOCIETY

BEING ETHNOGRAPHIC

Eighth Edition

A Guide to the Theory and Practice of Ethnography

International Student Edition

Second Edition

Chava Frankfort-Nachmias
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
and Anna Leon-Guerrero
Pacific Lutheran University

Raymond Madden La Trobe University

This new edition of Social Statistics for a
Diverse Society continues to emphasize intuition and common sense,
while demonstrating the link between the practice of statistics and
important social issues.
Special student pricing available. Contact your local rep for more information.
May 2017 • 504 pages
Paper (9781506390758) • £98.00

An introduction to the methods and applications of doing fieldwork in real
world settings, this book discusses the future of ethnography, explores
how we understand identity, and sets out the role of technology in a
global, networked society - providing readers with everything they need
to walk a mile in someone else's shoes.
The book highlights the challenges introduced by the ethnographer's
own interests, biases and ideologies, and demonstrates the importance
of methodological reflexivity. Full of both the why's and how's of doing
ethnography well, it demonstrates how both theory and practice can
work together to produce insights into the human condition. Updates
to this edition include:
•
•
•
•
•

ESSENTIALS OF SOCIAL
STATISTICS FOR A
DIVERSE SOCIETY

a section on intersubjectivity
information on digital inscription tools
a guide to qualitative analysis software
new coverage of cyberethnography and social media
expanded information on ethnographic possibilities with animals.

CONTENTS
Part I: Key Concepts and Theoretical Frames / 'Definitions', Methods and Applications
/ Ethnographic Fields: Home and Away / Doing Ethnography / Talking to People:
Negotiations, Conversations and Interviews / Being with People: Participation / Looking
at People: Observations and Images / Part III: Inscription / Description: Writing 'Down'
Fieldnotes / Analysis to Interpretation: Writing 'Out' Data / Interpretation to Story: Writing
'Up' Ethnography / Part IV: Expanding Ethnography / Conclusion: Ethnographic Horizons

Third Edition
International Student Edition
Anna Leon-Guerrero Pacific Lutheran
University and Chava Frankfort-Nachmias
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Essentials of Social Statistics for a
Diverse Society, Second Edition provides students with a briefer
version of the successful Social Statistics for a Diverse Society. As
in the parent text, this concise statistics book puts a strong emphasis
on the theme of diversity, which is illustrated through the use of real
data in examples from contemporary social issues. Its informational
and inviting writing style, coupled with the use of real-world examples
and data applications, makes the book an accessible and engaging
resource for students.

September 2017 • 249 pages
Cloth (9781473952140) • £85.00
Paper (9781473952157) • £27.99

Special student pricing available. Contact your local rep for more information.
November 2017 • 408 pages
Paper (9781506390956) • £87.00
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SOCIAL NETWORK
ANALYSIS
THINKING
ETHNOGRAPHICALLY
Paul Atkinson Cardiff University
This book is both a bold statement of, and
an accessible guide to, the theoretical
foundations and real-world practice of
ethnographic research.
Urging us to realise the true potential of an
often misused approach, the text equips
readers with a set of powerful and incisive
analytic ideas with which to fully explore
ethnographic and qualitative data – and ultimately to interpret the real,
complex, fascinating world of human interaction.
A much-needed antidote to superficial analysis, this book encourages
researchers across the social, health and behavioural sciences to engage
thoughtfully and thoroughly with the empirical world by marrying robust
research methods with big ideas. Paul Atkinson enables us not merely
to do ethnography, but truly to think ethnographically.

Fourth Edition
John Scott University of Exeter
Incorporating the most important and
cutting-edge developments in the field, this
bestselling text introduces newcomers to
the key theories and techniques of social
network analysis (SNA) and guides more
experienced analysts in their own research.
While remaining highly authoritative, this new edition has the novice
researcher fully in mind, and has been updated with:
• a chapter on data collection
• examples which reiterate the continued importance of SNA in an
increasingly interconnected world and help to understand how
SNA helps social scientists identify and understand dynamics of
social change
• detailed 'Further Reading' sections
• practical exercises including real-world examples of social networks.
CONTENTS

Defining Social Reality / Encounters / Language and Performance / Identities / Knowledge
and Reason / Senses and Things / Time and Memory

What is Social Network Analysis? / The History of Social Network Analysis / Data Collection
for Social Network Analysis / Organizing and Analyzing Network Data / Terminology for
Network Analysis / Popularity, Mediation and Exclusion / Groups, Factions and Social
Divisions / Structural Locations, Classes and Positions / Social Change and Development
/ Visualizing and Modelling

June 2017 • 208 pages
Cloth (9780857025890) • £75.00
Paper (9780857025906) • £26.99

February 2017 • 248 pages
Cloth (9781473952119) • £90.00
Paper (9781473952126) • £30.99

CONTENTS

Supporting the
Social Sciences
Since SAGE’s inception over 50 years
ago, our commitment to supporting the
social sciences has been a core
principle of our organization. Accordingly
we feel a responsibility to get directly
involved, and have committed resources
and effort to advocacy and engagement
to help champion the value of social
science research
– Ziyad Marar, President,
Global Publishing, SAGE Publishing
Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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COMMUNICATING YOUR
RESEARCH WITH
SOCIAL MEDIA

COVERT RESEARCH
The Art, Politics and Ethics of
Undercover Fieldwork
David Calvey
Manchester Metropolitan University

A Practical Guide to Using Blogs,
Podcasts, Data Visualisations
and Video
Amy Mollett, Cheryl Brumley,
Chris Gilson and Sierra Williams
all at London School of Economics
and Political Science
Empowering readers to go beyond bar charts and jargon-filled journal
articles to bring their research online and present it in a way that highlights
and maximises its relevance through social media.
Drawing upon a wealth of timely, real-world examples, the authors
present a framework for fully incorporating social media within each step
of the research process. From visualizing available data to tailoring social
media to meet needs, this book explores proactive ways to share cutting
edge research. A complete 'how to' for communicating research through
blogs, podcasts, data visualizations, and video, it teaches readers how
to use social media to:
• create and share images, audio, and video in ways that positively
impacts their research
• connect and collaborate with other researchers
• measure and quantify research communication efforts for funders
• provide research evidence in innovative digital formats
• reach wider, more engaged audiences in academia and beyond.
CONTENTS
Social Media: Why It Matters and What It Can Do / Social Media and the Research
Lifecycle / Creating and Sharing Blog Posts / Creating and Sharing Infographics and
Data Visualizations / Creating and Sharing Audio and Podcasts / Creating and Sharing
Photos and Videos on Social Media / Digital Strategies for Research Dissemination,
Engagement and Impact
April 2017 • 328 pages
Cloth (9781412962216) • £75.00
Paper (9781412962223) • £26.99

Demonstrates that covert research
is not an aberrant research method
but a substantial analytical tradition in
sociology and neighbouring disciplines
that has long yielded significant insights
into social life. This timely volume will give
social scientists a pause for thought
- Greg Smith, Professor of Sociology,
University of Salford
Using classic examples and contemporary case studies, this book shows
that with critical imagination and proper ethical foundations, covert
research could be a great addition to a researcher's methodological toolkit.
Drawing in part on his own undercover research into the night-time
economy of bouncers, the author explores the roots and evolution of
covert research; his deft treatment of the fear and fascination within
furtive fieldwork is grounded in the practicality of the methods and tools
needed to conduct quality research in the field.
CONTENTS
What is Covert Research? / Early Roots of Covert Research / Debates about Covert
Research / The Classic Exemplars in Covert Research / Doing Covert Research in
the Social Sciences / A Covert Case Study of Bouncers in the Manchester Night-Time
Economy / A Revival in Covert Research
March 2017 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781849203838) • £75.00
Paper (9781849203845) • £26.99

DOING REAL RESEARCH
A Practical Guide to
Social Research
Eric Jensen University of Warwick and
Charles Laurie Verisk Maplecroft

eBooks
All SAGE eBooks are now available through
eBooks.com and Google Play. A wide
selection of our titles are also available on
Kindle and Kobo.
We also have a large number of titles
available for library purchase.
For more information please visit
sagepub.co.uk/ebooks.
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Challenging readers to move beyond
the formality and idealized settings of
conventional methods teaching, this book
offers frank, practical advice designed to
empower students and researchers working
in the real world.
March 2016 • 400 pages
Cloth (9781446273876) • £85.00
Paper (9781446273883) • £27.99
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ACTOR-NETWORK THEORY
Trials, Trails and Translations

REFLEXIVITY
The Essential Guide
Tim May and Beth Perry both
at University of Sheffield
In this state-of-the-art guide, readers are
introduced to a host of influential thinkers and
their key ideas on reflexivity. Incorporating
examples from a range of disciplines and
research settings, this book gives readers the
knowledge and skills necessary to challenge
accepted truths and to practice reflexivity in
their own research. It:
•
•
•
•

reasserts the importance of reflexivity in social research
firmly locates the concept in the history of ideas
explores key questions of ontology and epistemology
presents key thinkers and concepts in easy-to-understand
learning boxes
• draws on the authors' extensive experience of real research settings.
CONTENTS

Mike Michael University of Sydney
Mike Michael provides a clear and
comprehensive map to ANT: its histories,
concepts and problematizations. Building
on his own personal engagement with
ANT, he creates a compelling, reflexive
and sometimes-humorous invitation to
its network of associations. An excellent
introduction to this significant field
- Maja Horst, Professor of Science Communication,
Department of Media, Cognition and Communication at
University of Copenhagen
Covering a breadth of topics, Michael demonstrates how Actor-Network
Theory (ANT) has become a major theoretical framework, influencing
scholarly work across a range of fields. The book expertly explicates
the theory and demonstrates how its key concepts can be applied.
Comparing and contrasting ANT with other social scientific perspectives,
Michael provides a robust and reflexive account of its analytic and
empirical promise.
CONTENTS

Thought and Knowledge in the History of Ideas / Will, Interpretation and Being /
Pragmatism, Practice and Language / Critique and Transformation / Power and Action /
The Dynamics of Science in Society / Reflexive Practice / Reflexivity Realised

Actor-Network Theory: Old and New Routes / 'Classical' Actor-Network Theory / Critiques,
Concerns and Co-productions / ANT and Some Big Sociological Questions / On Some
Disciplinary Translations of ANT / On Some Post-ANTs / Conclusions: Some Prospects
and Some Practical Orientations

June 2017 • 264 pages
Cloth (9781446295168) • £75.00
Paper (9781446295175) • £26.99

October 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781446293959) • £75.00
Paper (9781446293966) • £26.99

The Sociological Review
The key international journal The Sociological Review is home to a
prestigious Monograph Series that publishes collections of outstanding
and original scholarly articles on issues of general sociological interest.
Dedicated to showcasing the very best and most innovative sociologically
informed work, and to promoting emerging as well as established academics,
the series has for over fifty years produced intellectually stimulating,
coherent volumes of the highest quality. The books are available to buy
separately, but are also included as part of The Sociological Review journal
subscription price.

THE SOCIOLOGICAL
REVIEW MONOGRAPHS
Biosocial Matters: Rethinking
Sociology-Biology Relations in the
Twenty-First Century

THE SOCIOLOGICAL
REVIEW MONOGRAPHS
Fielding Transnationalism

Edited by Maurizio Meloni, Simon J Williams and Paul Martin

Edited by Julian Go and Monika Krause

March 2016 • 283 pages
Paper (9781119236511) • £10.00

July 2016 • 241 pages
Paper (9781119237877) • £10.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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KEY CONCEPTS IN SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY
David Conradson University of Canterbury, Geoff DeVerteuil
University of Southampton, Kevin Dunn University of Western
Sydney and Helen Jarvis University of Newcastle upon Tyne
This introductory text provides students with the core concepts that form
contemporary research and ideas within the social geography discipline.
Written in a clear and transparent style, the book includes:
• an introductory chapter providing a succinct overview of the recent
developments in the field
• over 20 key concept entries that provide comprehensive definitions,
explanations and evolutions of the subject
• excellent pedagogy to enhance students' understanding including a
glossary, figures, diagrams, and further reading.
Addressing concepts from inequality to segregation and the lifecourse to
emotion, the book is panoramic in its coverage and is the ideal student
companion for individuals studying geography and sociology.
CONTENTS
Inequality / Poverty / Segregation / Well-Being / Justice / Class / Race / Gender / Sexuality
/ Disability / Community / Housing / Home / Life Course / Care / Citizenship/Nationality /
Migration/Transnationalism / Sustainability / Mobility / Emotion

KEY CONCEPTS IN HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
October 2017 • 240 pages
Cloth (9780857023612) • £60.00
Paper (9780857023629) • £19.99

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
THE 21ST CENTURY CITY
Edited by Suzanne Hall and
Ricky Burdett both at London School
of Economics and Political Science
Focusing on the sociological questions raised
by the dramatic dynamics and disruptions of
the 21st century city, an international team of
high-profile modern scholars apply cuttingedge theories and methods to the key issues
of the new urban condition.

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
NEW URBAN STUDIES
Edited by John Hannigan University
of Toronto and Greg Richards
Tilburg University
The last two decades have been an exciting
and richly productive period for debate and
academic research on the city. The SAGE
Handbook of New Urban Studies offers
comprehensive coverage of this modern
re-thinking of urban theory, both gathering
together the best of what has been achieved so far, and signalling the
way to future theoretical insights and empirically grounded research.
CONTENTS
Part I: The Globalized City / Locating Transnational Urban Connections Beyond
World City Networks / Frontier Financial Cities / Eventful Cities: Strategies for
Event-Based Urban Development / Part II: Urban Entrepreneurialism, Branding,
Governance / Twin Cities: Territorial and Relational Urbanism / Idealizing the
European City in a Neoliberal Age / City Branding as a Governance Strategy / Part
III: Marginality, Risk and Resilience / Territorial Stigmatization: Symbolic Defamation
and the Contemporary Metropolis / The Liminal City: Gender, Mobility and
Governance in a Twenty-First Century African City / Constructing and Contesting
Resilience in Post-Disaster Urban Communities / Part IV: Suburbs and Suburbanization:
Stratification, Sprawl, Sustainability / Emerging Geographies of Suburban Disadvantage
/ The Climate Change Challenge and the Urban Environment: Collective Action Issues
in The Suburbs / Social Construction of Smart Growth Policies and Strategies / Part V:
Distinctive and Visible Cities / The Global Art City / Lights, City, Action… / On Urban (In)
Visibilities / Events as Creative District Generators? Beyond the Conventional Wisdom
/ Mega Events in Emerging Nations and the Festivalization of the Urban Backstage: The
Cases of Brazil and South Africa / Part VI: Creative Cities / Urban Social Movements and
the Night: Struggling for the 'Right to the Creative (Party) City' in Geneva / Creative Cities
- An International Perspective / Moving to Meet and Make: Rethinking Creativity in Making
Things Take Place / Creative Clusters in Urban Spaces / Rebalancing the Creative City After
20 Years of Debate / Part VII: Urbanization, Urbanity and Urban Lifestyles / Urbanization
and Housing in Africa / Differentiated Residential Orientations of Class Fractions / Some
Scenes of Urban Life / Urban Foodscapes: Repositioning Food in Urban Studies through
the Case of Vancouver's Downtown Eastside / Part VIII: New Directions in Urban Theory
/ African Ideas of the Urban / New Frontiers in Researching Chinese Cities / Informal
Settlement and Assemblage Theory / Part IX: Urban Futures / The Changing Urban
Future: The Views of the Media and Academics / Olympic Futures and Urban Imaginings:
From Albertopolis to Olympicopolis / Experiencing the Hybrid City: The Role of Digital
Technology in Public Urban Places / The New Urban World: Challenges and Policy with
Respect to Shrinking Cities
May 2017 • 600 pages
Cloth (9781412912655) • £120.00

Chapters are focused around 9 key themes:
• Hierarchy: Elites and Evictions
• Productivity: Over-investment and Abandonment
• Authority: Governance and Mobilisations
• Volatility: Disruption and Adaptation
• Conflict: Vulnerability and Insurgency
• Provisionality: Infrastructure and Incrementalism
• Mobility: Re-bordering and De-bordering
• Civility: Contestation and Encounter
• Design: Speculation and Imagination.
This is a provocative, interdisciplinary handbook for all academics and
researchers interested in contemporary urban studies.
September 2017 • 720 pages
Cloth (9781473907560) • £120.00

CIRCULATION AND URBANIZATION
Ross E Adams Iowa State University
What is urbanization? Circulation and Urbanization is a theorization
of 'the urban' and an interrogation of the questions: What is the relation
between circulation and power? How can we understand the urban
as a uniquely modern spatial order? What is the relationship between
circulation and urbanization? In what ways does the urban materialize
and coordinate the political in its concrete spaces? What do the multiple
uses of circulation throughout history tell us about the ways in which
political spaces have been constituted? How is the urban historically
produced through various more ancient spatial ontologies like the sea,
the colonial settlement, empire and the network? What is the relation
between territory, as a political technology, and urbanization?
December 2017
Cloth (9781473963306) • £75.00
Paper (9781473963313) • £24.99
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KEY THINKERS ON CITIES
Edited by Alan Latham University
College London and Regan Koch
Queen Mary University of London
Key Thinkers on Cities provides an
engaging introduction to the dynamic
intellectual field of urban studies. It profiles
the work of 40 innovative thinkers who
represent the broad reach of contemporary
urban scholarship and whose ideas have
shaped the way cities around the world
are understood, researched, debated and
acted upon. Providing a synoptic overview that spans a wide range of
academic and professional disciplines, theoretical perspectives and
methodological approaches, the entry for each key thinker comprises:
•
•
•
•

a succinct introduction and overview
intellectual biography and research focus
an explication of key ideas
contributions to urban studies.

CONTENTS
Introduction: How to Think about Cities / Janet Abu-Lughod / Ash Amin / Elijah Anderson
/ Michael Batty / Brian Berry / M Christine Boyer / Neil Brenner / Teresa Caldiera / Manuel
Castells / Néstor García Canclini / Jason Corburn / Mike Davis / Bent Flyvbjerg / Matthew
Gandy / Jan Gehl / Edward Glaeser / Stephen Graham / David Harvey / Dolores Hayden
/ Jane Jacobs / Jane M Jacobs / Natalie Jeremijenko / Rem Koolhaas / Henri Lefebvre /
Kevin Lynch / William J Mitchell / Harvey Molotch / Enrique Peñalosa / Jennifer Robinson
/ Ananya Roy / Saskia Sassen / Richard Sennett / Karen C Seto / Abdumaliq Simone / Neil
Smith / Michael Storper / Mariana Valverde / Loïc Wacquant / Fulong Wu / Sharon Zukin

GLOBAL CITIES AND
URBAN THEORY
Donald McNeill Western Sydney University
Reviews and critiques an array of theoretical
perspectives relating to the late 20th century
global city, working with concepts such as
smart cities, volumetric urbanism, and critical
accounting to illustrate the everyday agents
and practices that place cities in the world.
December 2016 • 200 pages
Cloth (9781446267066) • £85.00
Paper (9781446267073) • £29.99

SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY
Tenth Edition
George Ritzer University of Maryland and
Jeffrey Stepnisky MacEwan University
A complete overview of the major theorists
and schools of sociological thought, from
sociology's origins through the early
21st century.
March 2017 • 832 pages
Cloth (9781506337715) • £92.00

June 2017 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781473907744) • £75.00
Paper (9781473907751) • £24.99

CULTURAL GEOGRAPHIES
Daniel Swanton University of Edinburgh
Cultural Geographies locates recent debates and changes in cultural
geography within longer traditions, making it an up-to-date text that
positions theoretical debate within everyday life.
The book includes:
• visual histories with detailed examples and case studies
• research methods and creative ways of writing and presenting research
• a companion website which includes videos between the author and
key cultural geographers, and an archive of additional reading material
and activities.

CLASSICAL SOCIOLOGICAL
THEORY
Seventh Edition
George Ritzer University of Maryland and
Jeffrey Stepnisky MacEwan University
An extensive overview of the major theorists
and schools of sociological thought, from
the Enlightenment roots of theory through
the early 20th century.
March 2017 • 592 pages
Paper (9781506325576) • £73.00

November 2017 • 224 pages
Cloth (9781446295700) • £75.00
Paper (9781446295717) • £24.99

MODERN SOCIOLOGICAL
THEORY
Eighth Edition
George Ritzer University of Maryland and
Jeffrey Stepnisky MacEwan University
A comprehensive overview of the major
theorists and theoretical schools, with a
wealth of updates and new material for the
Eighth Edition.
March 2017 • 664 pages
Paper (9781506325620) • £73.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY

SYMBOLIC EXCHANGE
AND DEATH

Readings from the Enlightenment
to the Present

Revised Edition
Jean Baudrillard

Edited by A Javier Trevino
Wheaton College
This book brings together excerpts from the
original works of important theorists from
the Enlightenment-era roots of sociological
thought through contemporar y and
post-modern theory. It offers more breadth and variety than many theory
anthologies, while staying within theoretical schools and traditions that
are sociological.

This is easily Baudrillard's
most important work... Anyone
who wants to understand the
complexity and provocativeness
of Baudrillard's richest period
must read this text
- Douglas Kellner

March 2017 • 552 pages
Paper (9781506304069) • £65.00

Jean Baudrillard is one of the most celebrated and most controversial
of contemporary social theorists. This major work occupies a central
place in the rethinking of the humanities and social sciences around the
idea of postmodernism.

CRITICAL SOCIAL THEORY

It leads the reader on an exhilarating tour encompassing the end of
Marxism, the enchantment of fashion, symbolism about sex and the
body, and the relations between economic exchange and death. Most
significantly, the book represents Baudrillard's fullest elaboration of
the concept of the three orders of the simulacra, defining the historical
passage from production to reproduction to simulation.

Craig Browne University of Sydney
In this accomplished, sophisticated and
up-to-date account of the state of critical
social theory today, Craig Browne explores
the key concepts in critical theory (like
critique, ideology, and alienation), and
crucially, goes on to relate them to major
contemporar y developments such as
globalization, social conflict and neo-liberal
capitalism. Critical theory here is not solely
the work of Adorno, Horkheimer, Marcuse
and Habermas. The book begins with the Frankfurt School but uses this
as a base to then explore more contemporary figures such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nancy Fraser
Axel Honneth
Luc Boltanski
Cornelius Castoriadis
Ulrich Beck
Anthony Giddens
Pierre Bourdieu
Hannah Arendt.

A classic in its field, Symbolic Exchange and Death is a key source
for the redefinition of contemporary social thought. Baudrillard's critical
gaze appraises social theories as diverse as cybernetics, ethnography,
psychoanalysis, feminism, Marxism, communications theory and
semiotics. This English translation begins with a new introductory essay.
PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THEORY, CULTURE & SOCIETY
December 2016 • 280 pages
Cloth (9781473907591) • £90.00
Paper (9781473907584) • £32.99

THE CONSUMER SOCIETY
Myths and Structures
Revised Edition
Jean Baudrillard

CONTENTS
A New Nexus of Social Change? / From the Critique of Objectification to a New Conception
of Alienation / System Integration and Social Disintegration / The End of Immanent
Critique? / Positive Liberty and Social Justice / Social Freedom and Social Autonomy
December 2016 • 216 pages
Cloth (9781446246924) • £85.00
Paper (9781446246931) • £28.99

The young Baudrillard at his best
... a sociological study of the
society of consumption of the
finest order, this text continues
to shed light on the subject and
object of consumption, around
which contemporary societies
are organized
-Douglas Kellner, University of
California, Los Angeles
Jean Baudrillard's classic text was one of the first to focus on the
process and meaning of consumption in contemporary culture. Originally
published in 1970, the book makes a vital contribution to current debates
on consumption. The book includes Baudrillard's most organized
discussion of mass media culture, the meaning of leisure, and anomie
in affluent society. A chapter on the body demonstrates Baudrillard's
extraordinary prescience for flagging vital subjects in contemporary
culture long before others. This English translation begins with an
introductory essay by Barry Smart, new to this revised edition, and an
introductory essay by George Ritzer.
PUBLISHED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THEORY, CULTURE & SOCIETY
December 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473982376) • £85.00
Paper (9781473982383) • £29.99
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SOCIOLOGY AND THE
NEW MATERIALISM

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF
NEOLIBERALISM

Theory, Research, Action

Damien Cahill, Martijn Konings and
Melinda Cooper all at University of Sydney

Nick J Fox University of Sheffield and
Pam Alldred Brunel University
The first book of its kind, Sociology and the
New Materialism explores the many and
varied applications of 'new materialism', a key
emerging trend in 21st century thought, to the
practice of doing sociology. Offering a clear
exposition of new materialist theory and using sociological examples
throughout to enable the reader to develop a materialist sociological
understanding, the book:
• outlines the fundamental precepts of new materialism
• explores how materialism provides new perspectives on the range of
sociological topic areas
• explains how materialist approaches can be used to research
sociological issues and also to engage with social issues.
Sociology and the New Materialism is a clear and authoritative
one-stop guide for advanced undergraduates and postgraduates in
sociology, cultural studies, social policy and related disciplines.
CONTENTS
Part I: New Materialism and the Sociological Imagination / Introduction / Foundations New Materialism and the Sociological Imagination / Environment - Humans, Posthumans
and Ecological Sociology / Society - Beyond Systems, Structures and Stratification / Part
II: Applying New Materialism Sociologically / Creativity - Imagination, Social Production,
Social Change / Sexuality – Desire, Intensification, Becoming / Emotions – Embodiment,
Continuity and Change / Health – Beyond the Body-With-Organs / Part III: Research,
Policy and Activism / Research – Designs, Methods and the Research Assemblage /
Change – Action, Policy, Social Transformation
October 2016 • 240 pages
Cloth (9781473942219) • £75.00
Paper (9781473942226) • £26.99

SOCIOLOGY FOR
OPTIMISTS
Mary Holmes University of Edinburgh
Breaking away from the idea that sociology
only ever elaborates the negative, Sociology
for Optimists shows that sociology
can provide hope in dealing with social
issues through critical approaches that
acknowledge the positive. From politics and
morality to nature and faith, Mary Holmes
shows how a critical and optimistic sociology
can help us think about and understand human experience not just in
terms of social problems, but in terms of a human capacity to respond
to those problems and strive for social change.
CONTENTS

Bringing together a team of global experts,
this handbook showcases the cutting edge
of contemporary scholarship in this field.
Across seven key sections, it explores the
different ways in which neoliberalism has
been understood and the key questions
about its nature. This handbook is the key
reference text for scholars and graduate students engaged in the growing
field of neoliberalism.
October 2017
Cloth (9781412961721) • £120.00

THE SOCIOLOGY OF
THE INDIVIDUAL
Relating Self and Society
Athanasia Chalari
University of Northampton
Offers up a fascinating puzzle to the
reader: how is it that we are both unique
individuals and social beings at the same
time? The answers to this puzzle are
sought with the help of a wide range of
classical and contemporary sociological and psychological
approaches to the individual. Practical examples help bring
this wonderful book to life and illustrate to the student the
relevance of sociological and psychological theories of the self
for everyday life
- Vanessa May, University of Manchester
An innovative and thought-provoking sociological exploration of how the
ideas of the individual and society relate. Expertly combining conceptual
depth with clarity of style, Athanasia Chalari:
• explains the key sociological and psychological theories related to the
investigation of the social and the personal
• analyzes the ways that both sociology and psychology can contribute
to a more complete understanding and theorizing of everyday life
• uses a mix of international cases and everyday examples to encourage
critical reflection.
CONTENTS
Interaction / Symbolic Interactionism / Socialization / Identity / The Self / The Unconscious
and Conscious Self / Intra-Action
November 2016 • 208 pages
Cloth (9781446272022) • £75.00
Paper (9781446272046) • £25.99

Change / Enjoyment / Freedom / Goodness / Equality / Relationships / Nature /
Enchantment / Optimism
September 2016 • 176 pages
Cloth (9781446268674) • £65.00
Paper (9781446268681) • £21.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Social Theory

THE LIMITS OF NEOLIBERALISM
Authority, Sovereignty and the Logic of Competition
Revised Edition
William Davies
Goldsmiths, University of London
Brilliant... explains how the rhetoric of competition has invaded
almost every domain of our existence
- Evgeny Morozov, author of To Save Everything, Click Here
In this fascinating book, Davies inverts the conventional neoliberal
practice of treating politics as if it were mere epiphenomenon of
market theory, demonstrating that their version of economics is
far better understood as the pursuit of politics by other means
- Professor Philip Mirowski, University of Notre Dame
A sparkling, original, and provocative analysis of neoliberalism.
It offers a distinctive account of the diverse, sometimes
contradictory, conventions and justifications that lend authority
to the extension of the spirit of competitiveness to all spheres of
social life... This book breaks new ground, offers new modes of
critique, and points to post-neoliberal futures
- Professor Bob Jessop, University of Lancaster
Since its intellectual inception in the 1930s and its political emergence in
the 1970s, neo-liberalism has sought to disenchant politics by replacing
it with economics.

T h i s a g e n d a - s e t t i n g tex t
examine s the ef for ts and
failures of economic experts to
make government and public
life amenable to measurement,
and to re-model society and
state in terms of competition. In
particular, it explores the practical
use of economic techniques and
conventions by policy-makers,
politicians, regulators and judges
and how these practices are being
adapted to the perceived failings
of the neoliberal model.
By picking apart the defining
contradiction that arises from
the conflation of economics and
politics, this book asks: to what extent
can economics provide government legitimacy?
Now with a new preface from the author and a foreword by
Aditya Chakrabortty.
CONTENTS
The Disenchantment of Politics: Neoliberalism, Sovereignty and Economics / The Promise
and Paradox of Competition: Markets, Competitive Agency and Authority / The Liberal Spirit
of Economics: Competition, Anti-Trust and the Chicago Critique of Law / The Violent Threat
of Management: Competitiveness, Strategy and the Audit of Political Decision / Contingent
Neoliberalism: Financial Crisis and Beyond / Afterword: Critique in and of Neoliberalism
November 2016 • 248 pages
Paper (9781526403520) • £14.99

60 SECONDS WITH THE AUTHOR...
What key changes can readers expect in
this Revised Edition?
There is a new introduction plus a foreword by the Guardian
commentator, Aditya Chakrabortty. These both attempt to situate
the question of neoliberalism in relation to contemporary events,
especially developments of 2016 that were not foreseen when the book
was first published in 2014. My introduction asks whether neoliberalism
is finished, given events such as Brexit and a Trump presidency, both of
which represent a major popular reaction against aspects of neoliberalism.
Ultimately I don't think paradigms simply end all at once, and we need to
focus instead on how the seeds of this recent political crisis were sown
over time.

What are you most proud of about the book?
I think the book captures neoliberalism in a distinctive and historical fashion,
without lapsing into misleading claims about the shrinking of the state or
demise of national sovereignty. This is crucial given where we are now. National
sovereignty was never really diminished by neoliberalism, but the agenda was
to channel national sovereignty into the enforcement of the global market (for
instance via the European Commission). I think the book gives a clear sense
of how and why this was done, but might also help people understand exactly
what is now in question.
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How do you see your
field changing over
the next few years?

William

I think economic sociology and
political economy have to come
to terms with the emerging
political order in some way.
We are seeing the emergence
o f f o r m s o f 'e c o n o m i c
nationalism', protectionism
and challenges to international
markets. This calls for the
sort of response that Karl
Polanyi offered in The Great
Transformation. The topic
of neoliberalism remains
interesting and relevant, but
increasingly I think we will
need to abandon the search
for the underlying rationality of capitalism,
and focus on its politics and irrationality. Perhaps this
means economic sociologists and political sociologists
working together more.

+44 (0)20 7324 8700
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Sport, Leisure & Tourism

SPORT SOCIOLOGY
Third Edition
Edited by Peter Craig
University of Bedfordshire
The latest edition of Sport Sociology
offers an important update to the original
text. Specifically the chapters focusing on
sport in the digital age, and sport climate
change and sustainability offer insights
into topics that are at the forefront of the
future critical sociological study of
sport worlds
– Dr Christopher R Matthews,
University of Brighton
ACTIVE LEARNING IN SPORT SERIES
May 2016 • 384 pages
Cloth (9781473919471) • £85.00
Paper (9781473919488) • £29.99

SPORT POLITICS
Edited by Jonathan Grix
University of Birmingham
The study of sport has seen rapid expansion
in recent years, expanding into more and
more disciplines including sociology, history,
international relations and politics and, for the
first time, defining articles on the key issues
in sport politics from the last 40 years have
been brought together in a single resource,
allowing for a nuanced examination of key
developments and possible future directions.
The collection is divided across four volumes, each addressing a key
theme of sport politics:

WHEN SPORT MEETS
BUSINESS
Capabilities, Challenges,
Critiques
Edited by Ulrik Wagner University of
Southern Denmark, Rasmus K Storm
Danish Institute for Sport Studies
and Klaus Nielsen Birkbeck,
University of London
When Sport Meets Business analyzes the
growing commercialization of professional sport in recent years and
explains how it has developed into a major global industry through a
wide range of chapter topics including corruption, rights deals, sports
merchandise, staging major sporting events, marketing, sponsorships,
branding and the role of social media.
October 2016 • 256 pages
Cloth (9781473948044) • £100.00
Paper (9781473948051) • £33.99

FOOD AND DRINK
TOURISM
Principles and Practice
Sally Everett Anglia Ruskin University
This book is a must-read for anyone
serious about understanding the
increasing role that food and drink plays
in tourism today. This is essential reading
on any module that examines food and
drink tourism as emergent niches within
contemporary tourism
– Professor Stephen Boyd,
Ulster University

Volume One: Sport in History
Volume Two: Sport and International Relations
Volume Three: Sport and Domestic Policy
Volume Four: The Politics of Sport

April 2016 • 464 pages
Cloth (9781446267721) • £85.00
Paper (9781446267738) • £29.99

SAGE LIBRARY OF SPORTS STUDIES
February 2016 • 1224 pages
Cloth (9781473914513) • £625.00

RESEARCH METHODS IN
TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND
EVENTS MANAGEMENT
Paul Brunt, Susan Horner and Natalie Semley
all at Plymouth University
This concise textbook guides students step by step through the whole
research process, with ample coverage of the digital environment as
well as exercises and case studies of research in tourism, hospitality
and management.

RIGHT TO PASSAGE
Travels through India, Pakistan
and Iran
Zeeshan Khan Journalist, Dhaka Tribune
This book traces journalist Zeeshan
Khan's 2011 journey from his home in
Dhaka through India, Pakistan and Iran, a
distance he completed in about 60 days.
A stunning snapshot of life along a well
worn route known for its spiritual depth and
philosophical richness.
2016 • 404 pages
Paper (9789351508946) • £19.99

September 2017 • 360 pages
Cloth (9781473919143) • £120.00
Paper (9781473919150) • £39.99

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Work & Organizations

AUTO-INDUSTRIALISM
DIY Capitalism and the Rise of
the Auto-Industrial Society
Peter Murphy La Trobe University
Peter Murphy has done it again. This
time he has put his razor-sharp, analytic
and synoptic mind to work on our global
challenges: what kind of social order
do we have when all forms of routine
production are automated? In clear,
humorous and biting prose he challenges
us to think afresh about how we live and work today and what
we might hope for tomorrow
- Trevor Hogan, La Trobe University
DIY check-outs, drones, self-driving cars, and e-government: all are signs
of the coming auto-industrial age. Will this end in mass unemployment
or will new kinds of work emerge? Will 3D print production, desktop
workshops and mass customization make up for lost blue-collar jobs?
What will happen to health and education in the auto-industrial age? Will
machines replace teachers and doctors? What might the economic and
social future dominated by self-employment and a large DIY industry
look like? Peter Murphy's lively, provocative book addresses these
questions head-on.
CONTENTS
Introduction: The Rise of Auto-Industrialism / Work / Industry / Public Goods / Conclusion:
The Age of DIY Capitalism

DOING RESEARCH IN THE
BUSINESS WORLD
David E Gray University of Greenwich
Packed full of learning features and
complimented by a free interactive eBook that
includes author video chapter introductions.
This book is supported by the author's
25 years of experience and is designed
especially for students and researchers
intending to conduct research in a variety
of business contexts such as Management,
Marketing, HRM and Organizational Studies.

SAGE SWIFTS

November 2016 • 840 pages
Cloth (9781473915671) • £120.00
Paper & Interactive eBook (9781473938434) • £46.99

November 2016 • 136 pages
Cloth (9781473961715) • £45.00

Search more
than 1000 fulltext books,
reference works,
videos and
journal articles

Get help
with every
step of the
research
process

Hundreds of
case studies
show how
methods are
used in real
world contexts

Use teaching
datasets
to master
analytical
techniques

Research
methods
come alive in
120+ hours
of video

SAGE Research Methods supports
research at all levels by providing
material to guide users through every
step of the research process, from
a quick dictionary definition, a case
study example from a researcher in
the field, a downloadable teaching
dataset, a full-text title from the
Quantitative Applications in the Social
Sciences series, or a video tutorial
showing research in action.

sageresearchmethods.com
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Reference

THE SAGE DEAF STUDIES
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Edited by Genie Gertz and
Patrick Boudreault both at
Gallaudet University
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Deaf Studies
is an in-depth collection of articles defining
the current state of Deaf Studies at an
international level, all while using a critical
and intersectional approach.
March 2016 • 1128 pages
Cloth (9781452259567) • £365.00

THE SAGE ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF LGBTQ STUDIES
Edited by Abbie E Goldberg
Clark University
This far-reaching and contemporary new
encyclopedia examines and explores the
lives and experiences of Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender and Queer (LGBTQ)
individuals, focusing on the contexts and
forces that shape their lives.
July 2016 • 1480 pages
Cloth (9781483371306) • £440.00

CRITICAL RESEARCH ETHICS
Edited by Barry Smart, Kay Peggs
and Joseph Burridge all at University of Portsmouth
The focus of this collection is on 'critical' issues, shedding a light on
the wider philosophical and methodological disputes around the topic
of research ethics. The volumes contain a varied mix of contents, both
historical and contemporary in scope, providing a thorough overview of
key debates and developments over the decades, as well as possible
future directions for research.
December 2017 • 1408 pages
Cloth (9781473907577) • £645.00
Special Introductory Offer: £600.00

SPORTS HISTORY
Edited by Wray Vamplew University
of Stirling and Mark Dyreson
Pennsylvania State University
The respected editors of this reference
collection have brought together the best
and most challenging work in the field for the
first time. Covering a wide range of sports,
regions, debates, approaches and eras,
Sports History is a truly comprehensive collection, divided across four themed volumes:
Volume One: An Unfinished Journey
Volume Two: More Than a Game
Volume Three: A Force for Good?
Volume Four: Flexible Boundaries

THE SAGE INTERNATIONAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
TRAVEL AND TOURISM

SAGE LIBRARY OF SPORTS STUDIES
July 2016 • 1480 pages
Cloth (9781473919433) • £625.00

Edited by Linda L Lowry
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Taking a global and multidisciplinar y
approach, The SAGE Internat ional
Encyclopedia of Travel and Tourism
examines the world travel and tourism
industry, which is expected to grow at an
annual rate of four percent for the next decade.
August 2017
Cloth (9781483368948) • £480.00
Special Introductory Offer: £365.00

Available as inspection copy for lecturers
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Hosting nearly 5,000 titles, SAGE Knowledge is home to a
prestigious range of eBook and eReference content—including
scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series,
professional development titles, as well as business cases
studies, and streaming video—making this the ultimate social
sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty.
The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly
and provides suggested links to relevant content across all of our
platforms, including SAGE Research Methods, SAGE Journals,
SAGE Business Cases and SAGE Video.

Key Features and Benefits
• A unified platform connecting related SAGE Video and SAGE
Business Cases content
• New browse options as well as product specific search
• Visually enhanced display for all mobile phones and tablets
• Chapter print and PDF download
• Multiple citation options
• MARC Records and COUNTER reports
• Unlimited simultaneous usage of content

Flexible Purchasing Options!
Choose the SAGE Knowledge Collection that fits your budget
and your needs! SAGE Knowledge offers flexible pricing models
within collections. Purchase book, reference and SAGE Navigator
collections across 10 subject areas. Reference titles are also
available to purchase individually.
Contact librarysales@sagepub.com for the title lists or to learn how
SAGE can help you build your online reference and book collection.
We offer a wide variety of content to fit your budget and research
needs across the disciplines:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business & Management
Counseling & Psychotherapy
Criminology & Criminal Justice
Education
Geography, Earth & Environmental Science
Health & Social Care
Media, Communication & Cultural Studies
Politics & International Relations
Psychology
Sociology

sk.sagepub.com
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